
Paul Annacone has coached Pete Sampras since 1995. Along with
his great coaching career his 10 year professional playing career was
highlighted with 3 Singles Titles and 12 Doubles Titles including
an Australian Open Doubles Title in 1985. He was a member of
the 1986 & 1987 Davis Cup team. In addition, he was both on
the ATP player council and a member of the ATP Tour board for
four years. 

Q: What do you believe are the most important fundamen-
tals to focus on when teaching the serve?

Annacone: In my opinion, the serve and return are the two
most important parts of the game. The serve obviously begins the
point; and the server is in control. I believe that when the serve is
taught, it should be done first in simple terms. For instance, if I
go out on the court with a young player, the first thing I’ll do is
get the player to throw a ball a few times into the service box.
Then, I’ll have them pick up a tennis racquet, and go through the
same motion (except not letting the racquet go). As they get com-
fortable with that, a coach can incorporate the other things.
Depending on the talent level, you talk about knee bend, getting
the legs into it, keeping your right shoulder back, keeping the
right side back, and so on. But I think it’s very important to try
to incorporate in such a way that it doesn’t create circuit overload.

Q: As Pete Sampras’ coach, is there anything in particular
that you focus in on with Pete in regard to the serve?

Annacone: Pete is on a scale somewhere between a mechan-
ic and a magician. If a mechanic is somebody like Ivan Lendl
and John McEnroe is a magician, Pete is towards the magician
side of the scale. He is a more of an artsy, feel-type person. Over
the last five years we’ve been together, the technique doesn’t
change much. Once in a while, his toss will waver slightly to the
left, or a little bit behind him, or a little bit low. But the biggest
thing that I’ve learned with Pete is that there are a lot of guys
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Dear
Reader:

High-Per formance Coaching / Vol. 2, No. 4 / 20002

USA Tennis High Performance Coaching Program Update

I
n this, the final edition of the High Performance Coaching Newsletter for 2000, we feature an interview with

Paul Annacone. This interview provides some interesting insights into the mind of a coach who works with one of

the best players of all time: Pete Sampras. It is our hope that you have enjoyed the past series of interviews with

some of the country’s top coaches. In 2001, we will again provide you with cutting edge coaching education material

to help you in your quest to become the best coach that you are capable of becoming.

Listed below is an update on the USA Tennis High Performance Coaching Program. We recently completed the

Stanford University High Performance Coaching Program. It was an extremely productive week for both the 24 High

Performance coaches and our staff. The USA Tennis High Performance Coaching program provides coaches a forum for

interaction and education which focuses on topics specific to coaching high performance players. Please review the

update and see if this program is right for you.

We continue to look forward to hearing your comments about the newsletter.

Sincerely,

Nick Saviano Paul Lubbers, Ph.D.

Director, USA Tennis Coaching Education Administrator, USA Tennis Coaching Education

The USA Tennis Coaching Education Department is accepting applications for the High Performance Coaching
Program for 2001. The program is intended specifically for the serious developmental coach working with players who
are striving for excellence in competitive tennis (i.e., sectional junior players to collegiate and young professionals).
Applications are available by contacting 305-365-USTA or Coaching@playdev.usta.com.

Following is a listing of those coaches who participated in the August 16-22 program at Stanford University.
These coaches will receive their certification pending completion of the application phase of the program.

Rich Andrews, Folsom, CA

Doug Atkinson, El Dorado Hills, CA

Bruce Berque, Champaign, IL

Hugh Bream, Morro Bay, CA

Rance Brown, Los Angeles, CA

Terry Chambers, Los Angeles, CA

Brad Dancer, Tuscon, AZ

Ken Dehart, San Jose, CA

Paul Fiala, San Luis Obispo, CA

Bradley Ferrira, Bountiful, UT

Dexter Fong, Sacramento, CA

Owen Hambrook, Henderson, NV

Adolph Huddleston, Las Vegas, CA

Frank Inn Jr., Medford, OR

Steve Jackson, Tiburon, CA

Eric Mann, Winnetka, CA

Corrine Mansourian, Menlo Park, CA

Mark Orwig, Moraga, CA

Don Paitrick, Eugene, OR

Hank Pfister, Bakersfield, CA

Lindsay Rawstorne, Salt Lake City, UT

Jack Sharpe, Aurora, IL

Robin White, San Diego, CA

Jeff Wilson, Sausilito, CA



USA Tennis Player Development Update—Fall Is Development Time

There were many great American success stories at the
2000 US Open. As coaches and aspiring players we
should use these great American performances to

inspire us to work harder to achieve our goals. Along with
hard work, players should take the time to objectively reflect
on the summer of tennis. This self-analysis of your game is
beneficial, regardless of the level of competition. Let’s exam-
ine how to begin this process of assessing your game.

I believe it is very important for players to analyze their own
game. This leads to players taking ownership and responsibil-
ity for their game. Coaches should assess their athletes’ games
as well, but this should be done independently. Each player
ultimately has to make the decisions on the court and hit the
shots, so what you think about your own game is going to be
critical in your development. My twin brother Tim coached
Pete Sampras for four years. At the end of each year Pete would
talk to Tim about the areas in his game that he wanted to
improve on. The lesson to all of us is that if Pete Sampras looks
to improve as the number one player in the world, we can sure-
ly be striving to improve as well. 

The four areas of the game you should evaluate are
Physical, Mental/Emotional, Tactical, and Technical. Let’s
examine some questions that could help you improve in each
of these areas of the game.

The Physical area is very important in defining success in
today’s game. The players are bigger, faster, and stronger than
ever before. Look at the 2000 US Open champions Venus
Williams and Marat Safin. Williams is very strong and moves
like the wind. Safin serves consistently over 130 miles per
hour and also moves extremely well. The game of profes-
sional tennis is more physical than ever before. Among the
points to consider: What do you need to do to get the most
of your physical abilities? Did you lose any matches this sum-
mer because of lack of fitness? Were you confident when you
walked on the court that you were fitter than your opponents
were? Assess your fitness level with a coach and get on a pro-
gram that will help you be your physical best.

The Mental/Emotional area is a very important element
that helps determine the success or failure of tennis players
during competition. Are you the best competitor you can be?
Do you believe in yourself or do you doubt your abilities as
a tennis player? Were you always positive with yourself or did
you berate yourself with negative self-talk? 

Did you take responsibility for your wins and losses or
did you blame other people for your short falls? Did you
love the competition, even when you lost? Were you playing
for yourself or for others? Take a complete inventory of your
mental skills and establish a game plan in this critical arena
of mental toughness that often separates the winners from
the runner-ups.

The Tactical area of tennis sometimes takes a back seat to
the power game. Many players think that all they have to do
is hit the ball harder than their opponents did and they will
dominate them. Wrong! Sound, tactical tennis will never go
out of style. Let’s explore some questions in the tactical arena. 

Do you establish a sound game plan before every match?
Do you have effective patterns of play that take advantage of
your weapons and minimize your weaknesses? Were you able
to discover, expose, and exploit your opponent’s weaknesses?
Does your game style match your personality? Are you able
to change your game when Plan A isn’t working? Can you
effectively take time away from your opponent? Do you
understand the concepts of playing offense, neutralizing your
opponent, and playing good defense? Answering these ques-
tions can help you formulate a game plan with your coach on
how to play better tactical tennis. 

The Technical area of the game is historically the part of
tennis coaching that receives the most attention. Everyone has
opinions on how to play the game technically correct. There is
no one right way of playing tennis. Look at the Top 10 players
in the world in the men’s and women’s game. They all have
slightly different grips, backswings, follow-throughs and foot-
work. And yet, they all have one thing in common; they are all
great players. Technique is an individual thing. Players all have
a certain style that works best for them, but within their style
they all execute the fundamentals extremely well. Let’s exam-
ine a few technical questions that may help you along the way. 

Does your technique limit your game in any way? Does
your technique match well with the game style you like to
play? Can you generate power off of both sides? Have you
incurred any injuries specifically because of bad technique on
a certain stroke? Do you have one or two shots that could
develop into major weapons? Every player should work con-
stantly on fine tuning their technique on all their shots. The
goal is to be so fundamentally sound that you trust the game
you bring to the match court on any given day. Never get
complacent with the game you have, constant improvement
should be the goal.

I have always believed in keeping things simple. Once you
have analyzed your game and come to a mutual agreement
with your coach on what needs to improve, a natural game
plan will evolve. Remember that the best time to work on
your game is away from competition. If you are making tech-
nical changes or are working on several new tactical ideas, it
is much wiser to make these changes without the pressure of
tournaments. Challenge yourself to improve in each element
of your game. You have to make yourself a better player one
day at a time through hard work and focusing on accom-
plishing the goals that you have set for yourself. And don’t
forget to have some fun along the way!

Tom Gullikson is the USA Tennis Director of Coaching.
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Paul Annacone Interview…continued from page 1

who can serve harder than him, but there’s very few that show
so much deception.

Pete learned his deceptive serve when he was young from
his coach Pete Fischer. After he learned the technique of the
serve, they used to go out with a bucket of balls and Fischer
wouldn’t tell him where to serve it until he was just about to
hit. The toss would be in the air, and then he would say
“wide,” or “middle.” Once the technique is set, that’s a great
drill to perfect the deception factor. As I say, a lot of male pros
serve really big, but very few have serves that are as difficult to
read as Pete’s. 

Q: Is there anything that you want to mention about tac-
tics on the serve?

Annacone: On the professional level, the players are so
big and strong now that they continually try to blow the ball
past their opponent. One of the things, Pete tries to incor-
porate is the hard serve into the body on both his first and
second serves. If you can serve 125 m.p.h., and hit it here, hit
it there, and also throw it at the body, it’s a great way to keep
somebody handcuffed and keep him honest. It is important
to remember that the best returners have such good hand-eye
coordination that they can read the balls served to their side
so well. But a lot of times it’s very difficult to get out of the
way of that hard serve into the body. 

Q: What do you believe are the most important aspects
related to technique and ground strokes?

Annacone: I like to look at things in terms of what’s
worked for great players and even not-so-great players. One
thing that sticks out in my mind is the first time I hit with
Jimmy Connors. I was amazed at his footwork and preparation
on every ball. He would get his body in the right position to
hit the ball every time. Very rarely would you see him reach
over to hit a ball this way, or reach that way. He was always
moving his feet, so he got it right where he wanted to hit it.

When we were playing, everyone said that he had a bad
forehand. But I’ll tell you, the guy’s forehand was not so bad,
and the reason that he got away with hitting it the way he did
was because his feet were so good that he got in the right
position all the time.

I believe that when you’re instructing players, you need to
figure out where they need to strike the ball. This decision is
based on many factors including what type of grip is used, the
size of loop in the swing and the quality of their racquet prepa-
ration. And then I would emphasize getting their feet in the
right position so that they get the ball at that height each time.

Q: From a tactical standpoint off of the ground, what are
the ideas you want young players to know and develop?

Annacone: A lot depends on what the player’s weapons
are; whether you’re stronger off the forehand or the backhand.
The player needs to know how to structure a point based on
what the weapon is. I believe that whether you come to the net
or not, you want to make the court bigger for yourself and
smaller for your opponent. It is important to try to structure a
point in such a way that the player can control the point from
the baseline so that the opponent is further behind the base-
line or off the court, and you’re actually playing closer to the
baseline. The best player in the world that I’ve ever seen do this
is Andre Agassi. The target that his opponent has to hit to is so
small, and he has such a vast area to get you on the run. 

Q: Let’s move on to the transition game. What are the
important technical aspects of the transition game that
you focus on when coaching? 

Annacone: I think the transition game, the way I inter-
pret it, is the ability to turn defense to offense, and the ability
to perceive when an opportunity takes the offensive during the
point. Whenever I’m instructing anyone—even Pete—I just
try to remind him that whenever you’re thinking about going
forward, keep it very simple. Everyone talks about covering the
angles, and the best way to do that is wherever you hit the ball,
before you come to the net, that’s the direction in which you
run. If you’re following the direction of where you hit the ball,
it’s going to make your opponent come up with the most dif-
ficult shot. I think the biggest mistake a lot players, even at the
pro level make is after their approach, whether it be a slice
approach or a big approach, they don’t follow the ball. 

But the biggest key is ultimately shot recognition. In the
transition game, it’s very important to be aware of the oppor-
tunities that present themselves, instead of forcing something
that’s not really there. And I think that’s true at every level,
whether you’re a club player, junior player or a pro player,
you really have to be able to pick and choose those spots.

Q: Just a quick question on the volleys: Is there anything
technically that you’ve found from your experience that
you’d really like to pass on?

Annacone: I wish I had a video of Stefan Edberg to show
everybody how he volleyed. So much of his volleying skill
and ability came from his core strength, from his thighs to
his stomach. He was always in a position where he had good
balance, and he was always very strong and set. The racquet,

continued on page 11
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• Both players are in the air in the middle of their split step. 

• Head is up, good upper body posture and the upper body
weight is slightly forward.

PHOTO #1

he purpose of this article is slightly different from those
written in the past. While we will point out key areas of technique
that both Pete Sampras and Martina Hingis execute well, we also
will dispel or challenge two old coaching myths regarding the split
step and racquet preparation.

As the game gets faster and faster, players have less time between
when their opponent contacts the ball and their own response to it.
Therefore, an explosive first move to the ball and excellent prepara-
tion are a key to playing the game at a high level.

There are two coaching myths that I would like to dispel. The
first myth focuses on the split step. Contrary to popular belief, in
most cases the feet do not land together after the player lands from
the split step. This is true on groundstrokes, during the return or
at the net. What actually occurs is that the player times the split
step so that while in the air they are able to determine where the
ball is going. The result is the foot farthest from the ball will land
first, while the foot closest to the ball will actually turn out in the
direction of the shot before it lands. This enables the player to
make an explosive move to the ball. MOST PLAYERS DO THIS
NATURALLY AND ARE UNAWARE THAT THEY MAKE
THIS MOVE. This happens when players are forced to move
quickly. If they are not under duress and don’t need to move far or
quickly their feet will frequently land together.

The second misconception is that the first move in the prepa-
ration phase for ground strokes is to prepare the racquet. This is
incorrect, at least in the modern game of tennis. The rotation of
the upper body, specifically the shoulders and in particular the
“back shoulder” is the first move during the ground stroke (as it
relates to racquet preparation). In fact, most of the rotation for the
shot is completed before the racquet has been moved significant-
ly. This rotation initiates and facilitates the racquet preparation,
but the racquet does not move independently until much of this
rotation is completed. 

Understanding of these two principles are keys to teaching our
high performance players the skills necessary to reach their full
potential.

Nick Saviano is the Director of USA Tennis Coaching Education.

Dispelling
Technical Myths:
The Split Step &
Racket Preparation
by Nick Saviano

T



• Both players recognize that the ball is going to their forehand
side.

• Hingis’ left leg is just landing and Sampras’ is about to
land. This leg will be used to push off in the direction of
the ball. The right foot (the one closest to the ball) is
about to turn out in the direction of the ball just before
landing.

• Both players have planted the left leg and the right foot
has landed turned out toward the direction of the ball.

• Sampras has already started to rotate his back shoulder.

PHOTO #3PHOTO #2



• Both players have planted the right foot and turned and
are exploding in the direction of the ball.

• Notice how they have not yet moved the racquet inde-
pendently from the upper body rotation.

• Both players have turned their body in preparation for the
shot. At this point they have completed more than 50% of
the rotation for the shot.

• For the first time they have started to take the racquet
back independently.

PHOTO #5PHOTO #4
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• Sampras and Hingis continue to rotate their upper body,
creating a “loading” or storing of energy in the large muscle
groups as they continue to take their racquet back.

• At this point they are almost completely finished with their
preparation yet the ball is not even in the picture yet. This
early preparation allows them to take their time on the hit.

• Both players have completed their rotation and back
swing and are about to start their acceleration into the
shot.

• Throughout the sequence they have maintained beautiful
upper body posture resulting in excellent dynamic balance.

PHOTO #6 PHOTO #7
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Patterns of Play—On the Run by Paul Lubbers Ph.D.

Player B

Player A

2

1

Player B forces Player A out wide in the court (1)
and Player A chooses to hit a deep, hard, aggres-
sive response back cross-court behind the
opponent (2). This shot plays to the percentages
with the hopes of eliciting a weak response
that will allow Player A to gain control of the court.

Player B

Player A

2

1

Player B

Player A
(recover)

2a

2b

On the previous page you saw sequence pictures that
highlighted the footwork and preparation skills of
Martina Hingis and Pete Sampras as they moved to hit

a running forehand. In addition to possessing great anticipation
skills, efficient footwork and excellent dynamic balance, these
two athletes possess the ability to make sound tactical decisions
when forced to move. 

When a player is out wide and on the run, it is critical that
the player understands the patterns of play that are available
from this position. Prior to making the shot each player must
recognize whether they are in a position to use an aggressive
pattern or a more neutralizing pattern of play.

Following are some of the key patterns that are used when
hitting a forehand on the run.

Aggressive Patterns
Top players can turn a potentially neutral or defensive posi-

tion into an offensive opportunity with an aggressive pattern

Player B forces Player A out wide in the court (1)
and Player A hits down the line with an aggres-
sive drive (2). This aggressive shot will put Player
B on the run. Player A can then look to step
into the court and take advantage of a weak
response.

Player B forces Player A out wide on the run (1).
Whether Player A decides to hit (2a) a deep loop-
ing shot down the line or (2b) a deep cross-court
shot, the goal of these patterns is to hit a shot
that will provide Player A time to recover back
into the court and be prepared and balanced
for the next shot.

when pulled out wide on the court. In today’s game it some-
times seems that players are choosing to hit an aggressive “Low
Percentage” shot from a neutral or defensive position, when in
fact, that shot may be a particular players’ strength and thus—
for that player—a “High Percentage” shot.

Neutralizing Patterns
A neutralizing pattern is used to counter an effective shot

from your opponent which has put you in a position where it is
difficult to be offensive. When choosing the neutralizing shot it
is important for the player to hit the shot with good net clear-
ance, depth and spin (topspin unless hitting a slice). The com-
bination of these three variables will produce a shot that will
give the player the time needed to recover back into the court
and prepare for the next ball.

Paul Lubbers is the Administrator of USA Tennis Coaching Education.

Cross Court

Aggressive Pattern

Down the Line

Aggressive Pattern

Cross Court and Down the Line 

Neutralizing Pattern

1
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Ask The Expert by Barrett Bugg

Functional Lunging for Enhanced On-Court Performance

Question: What is the one thing that my player can do
in the  weightroom that will most effectively improve their
on-court performance?

Answer: Systematic strength and conditioning for tennis
can dramatically improve a player’s performance. As players
strive to improve strength, explosive strength, bal-
ance/coordination, agility, power, and injury prevention
capability, proper off-court training has become as impor-
tant to many players as tennis play itself.

Lunges help to develop the entire lower body while
addressing the strengthening needs of the torso. In tennis,
movement becomes the highest priority since on-court
movement occurs before all else. Although nothing
improves tennis more than tennis itself, all players at all
levels need to perform certain activities off the court to
improve performance.

The use of the lunge can maximize the use of both the
precise strength associated with balance and coordination,
as well as the maximal explosive strength associated with
most tennis movements. Lunges are a perfect addition to a
player’s strength program, but specificity for tennis includes
much more than simply adding lunges to a program.

Function, or the manner in which the body performs
its actions during actual tennis play, becomes an impor-
tant consideration during on-court performance; in this
case, the function of lunging. Take a low forehand volley,
for instance. Since an ideal volleying position cannot be
performed with a vertically “straight” back, a realistic vol-
leying position will have a rounded lower back. Preferably,
one applies this knowledge to the typical lunge to enhance
the movement via a higher degree of specificity (see lunge
variations below). Thus, every tennis coach needs to offer a
functional strength and conditioning program in order to
bridge the gap between on-court and off-court training.

continued on next page

Lunges come in many different forms and functions.
The following lunges are examples of the diverse nature of
the lunge and may be incorporated into a player’s strength
program. Note that all of the following movements
should be performed slowly and under full control, unless
otherwise specified.

Why should lunges be used as a training tool?

1. FUN!
2. Improved strength
3. Improved balance
4. Decreased injury potential

Since tennis is a sport of multiple planes, one should
consider the use of multiplane activities for highest on-court
carryover with regards to strength, agility, power, and
injury prevention. Accounting for individual differences
as well as minimizing weaknesses and optimizing
strengths should be the center focus for any tennis player’s
strength and conditioning program.

Lunge #1
Perform a typical forward body weight lunge. At the bot-
tom of the movement, bend over with the legs lunging and
the lower back bending (functional to tennis) as if picking
up an object from the ground. Return to the starting posi-
tion. Repeat for the desired number of sets and repetitions.

Lunge #2
Repeat Lunge #1 as described above, except this time pick
up a weighted (6-9lbs)-medicine ball. After returning to
the starting position with the ball, have a partner set the
ball at its original position. Repeat for the desired number
of sets and repetitions.

Lunge #3
You will need two medicine balls (i.e. 6lbs and 8lbs) for
this exercise. Repeat Lunge #2 as described above, except
this time pick up the heavier (8lbs) of the two medicine
balls and return to the starting position. Have your partner
set the ball at its original position and provide you with
the lighter of the two balls (i.e. 6lbs). Lunge forward with
the legs and bend with the lower back to place the medi-
cine ball on the ground. Repeat for the desired number of

Lunge #2
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Paul Annacone Interview…continued from page 4

I think, is almost a secondary thought. You know, getting
your body in the right position, so that really you’re using the
pace of your opponent’s shot to come at you, so you don’t
have to generate a lot of racquet head movement. Also, when
you watch players like Edberg and McEnroe when they
volleyed, so much of it is their perception of the ball coming
at them and using their legs, and basically their stomach, to
get in the right position, for a very short, compact, simple
motion. 

When you talk about volley technique, you want to get
sideways, you want to be square onto the net, you want to
keep your head still, you want to keep the ball out and
front—things like that. But I think it’s all prefaced by getting
your body in the right position, and letting your legs help
you, so that whenever you can, you take a nice, short step
towards the net, and a nice, short punch with the racquet,
keeping the ball out in front of you. 

Q: What about the Return of Serve?

Annacone: There are two kinds of returners. Each play-
er must figure out what kind of returner they are. There’s an
Andre Agassi-type: the big hitter who really can punish you
off the returns, and I think there is a returner who uses the
return to get into the point. Now, obviously, based on the
speed of the court and the opponent that you’re playing, it’s
different. When Pete plays at Wimbledon, and there’s a tar-
get, he’s much more offensive and he’s hitting to that target,
whether it is down the line or cross court. He’s trying to get
the ball down low. But on a court where it’s a little bit slow-
er, he prefers to get the point started, and then tries to work
his way into the point. Andre, on the other hand, regardless
of the court speed, has such phenomenal returning ability
that he can actually go for the clean winners, and the real
offensive returns, even on the slow courts. 

One of the keys of a great return is using your opponent’s
pace, keeping the swings short and compact, and keeping the
ball out in front of you. I think some of the players at the pro
level sometimes get a little confused because they think too
much about the return. I wasn’t a great returner so I chipped
and came in a lot. It was kind of a unique return, but I always
found the players with the best returns actually picked their
target. They felt that wherever the serve was going, that’s
where they were going to hit the return, because then it was
a much more of a directed type return. It was very pro-active,
instead of reactive. I realize that it’s difficult to do this with
today’s players serving so big, but I think that the players that
return the best tend to be the ones that keep it real simple,
and keep their return focused on a certain target.

Q: Is there anything tactically you’d like your players to
understand when returning?

Annacone: I love to teach the kids to return offensively.
You look at a guy like Andre. He’s got such a dominant
return of serve that inevitably when you’re playing against a
guy like that, when it gets to 4-all, 5-all, 15-30, 30-all, and
you’re hitting second serves, it starts to weigh on you a little
bit. So, I like that type of return of serve. A lot of it is recog-
nizing whether or not kids or even club players have the abil-
ity within their own realm to return like that. I think that’s a
judgement call, depending on who’s teaching them. But,
whatever you can do to beat your opponent to the punch,
you should do it, whether it be offensive return from the first
hit, or being a transition returner like Pete, getting it back
deep, but then the first shot—boom, you’re trying to get the
offensive. It comes down to understanding how you play and
the people you play with. Ultimately, that’s a decision
between the player and his or her coach to try to figure out
what style best suits the abilities that they have.

sets and repetitions. You may safely add a sport cord around
the player for added resistance, assistance, and propriocep-
tive demand.

Lunge #4
Safely attach a sport cord to one side (at the hip) of the play-
er. With the coach holding the opposite end of the sport
cord (with the handles), perform forward lunges straight
ahead and then backward lunges while perpendicular to the
coach holding the sport cord handle. Repeat for the desired
number of sets and repetitions.

Lunge #5
Hold a weight plate with your hands (try a 15-25lb plate
for starters). While performing forward walking lunges,
rotate to whichever side used to step (i.e. step with the left
foot = rotate to left side). Alternate sides and repeat for the
desired number of sets and repetitions.

Barrett Bugg is the Strength and Conditioning Coach for the USA
Tennis Player Development Program. He is A Certified Strength and Con-
ditioning Specialist with the National Strength and Conditioning
Association. McClellan, T., and B. Bugg. Lunge variations to enhance
specificity in tennis. NSCA Journal of Strength and Conditioning. 21(6):
18-24. 1999. Barrett can be contacted at bugg@playdev.usta.com.
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Date Location Application Deadline

January 2-8, 2001 Key Biscayne, FL Full

May 6-12, 2001 Texas February 1, 2001

August 16-22, 2001 Southern California May 15, 2001

November 12-18, 2001 New York August 15, 2001

USA Tennis High Performance
Coaching Program Dates for 2001

Applications for the

USA High-Performance Coaching Program

are available by contacting

305-365-USTA or Coaching@playdev.usta.com.


